
 

 
i am sheep 
 
a field 
 
a patterned grazing 
 
 
 
i’m many   and one: 
 
a fleshy flock 
a community of fibres 
 
a shiffting  driffting field             of gregarious intelligence 
 
 
we-i 
 
are  wind-whispered  loffty 
 
a crimpy crop of airy hollows 
trillions of tiny hairy bellows 
 
and as we move 
 
 
we drifft        align           mesh and               drifft again 
    
 
weaving the wind   hwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
making weather-shapes in microns 
   
 
we catch and weave 
    bacho ac eilio 
 
catch and weave 
    bacho ac eilio 
 
gust-flocking fences 
bearding rocks 
gathering mist in gauzy hauntings 



 

we dress the fields in our unruly wastes 
bind path and field and flock and weather 
 
 we weave a fuzzy map together 
 
with a weffting heffting walk 
that sings into the mountain 
a softly waffting walk 
that sows scent into soil 
 
following followings 
of followings 
of flocks 
of generations 
 
in a spectral clock of cloud-like constellations 
 
 
we-i 
 
drifft       align           mesh   and drifft again 
  
   
following lineages 
   lliniau   leiniau ar leiniau 
    
of lines 
of lines 
of inc-lines 
 
 
 for we follow a grazing inclination 
a gradient     in formation: 
 
 
grazing 
   and growing 
 
growing 
   and rising 

 
our sofftly rolling rumps and haunches 
slowly ambling humps and paunches 



 

rising 
 
   multiplying 
 
into sofft seats of power: 
 
we are dangerous fuzz  
  
we’re a sheep-shifting slope 
a shape-shifting scape 
a scope 
a trope 
 
a make-shifting cape 
 
that sheds the rain 
and holds it 
cheats the wind 
and warms it 
 
we’re a wearing with the weather: 
a leaky roof   
a windy wall 
 
a body-hopping skin 
 
a merging 
a joining 
a mixing 
a sharing 
 
of bodies and rhythms and rhymes and warmth 
 
a pulsing patterned archive 
 
of spinning and survival 
singing and revival 
wheels and reels a-reeling 
 

 
a feeling 
 
 



 

of crimps and combings 
twists and turnings 
wefts and rovings 
hefts and drovings 
paths and folds 
folds and holds 
holds and holdings 
 
be-holdings     beheld     beholding 
 
for we are an unfolding 
 
a map and its making 
 
a temporal topography 
 
of tasks and translations 
scenes and sensations 
 
a recipe for resilience 
re-ci-pro-ca-lly 
 gathered and steeped and stirred and spun 
 
into patterns 
 of colour and warmth and chaos and care 
 
so give us the floor! 
 
 for we lie together: 
 a gathering of multiple pasts, and nows and thens 
 
a thick pile of stuff 
between soil and toil and stars 
 
we’re a chaotic archaeology of lines 
lying in layers a-lying 
a lively dying 
 
we’re a restless rest 
a suspended breath 
 
a dyed-in sigh of mountain air 

slowly exhaled 



 

in a fading catalogue of 
lichen pinks 
and weedy greens 
 
we’re a compost of colour 
a fibrous ferment: 
felt and feeling 
matted in a mattering of matter 
that resists time 
 
yet tells it   in tufts 
that pill     
  and shed    
     and fall    
       away 
 
for we who are gathered 
 
drifft        align             mesh   and drifft again 
 
   and we who graze 
are eaten 
 
but our mesh of holes is healed 
with a twist of life 
 
and in a scene of exhaustion 
we’re a thread 
a hint 
a clue 
 
we’re a fibrous gift 
a llin, a llen of the land 
sung from the mountain 
and back into it 
 
we’re a gathering   a gleaning 
a memory   a meaning 
 
a mountain in its becoming 
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